Ion mobility spectrometry: the diagnostic tool of third millennium medicine
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SUMMARY
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) is a fast, low cost, portable, and sensitive technique that separates ions in a drift tube under the influence of an electric field according to their size and shape. IMS represents a non-invasive and reliable instrumental alternative for the diagnosis of different diseases through the analysis of volatile metabolites in biological samples. IMS has applications in medicine in the study of volatile compounds for the non-invasive diagnose of bronchial carcinoma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and other diseases analysing breath, urine, blood, faeces, and other biological samples. This technique has been used to study complex mixtures such as proteomes, metabolomes, complete organisms like bacteria and viruses, monitor anaesthetic agents, determine drugs, pharmaceuticals, and volatile compounds in human body fluids, and others. Pharmaceutical applications include analysis of over-the-counter-drugs, quality assessment, and cleaning verification. Medical practice needs non-invasive, robust, secure, fast, real-time, and low-cost methods with high sensitivity and compact size instruments to diagnose different diseases and IMS is the diagnostic tool that meets all these requirements of the Medicine of the future.

Clinical Practice requires fast, safe, low cost, real-time, and non-invasive methods to diagnose different diseases. IMS supplies information on human health through the analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from exhaled breath, urine, faeces, and other biological samples with all the above requirements for Clinical Practice.

**BREATH DIAGNOSIS**

Instrumental breath diagnosis is a new area of research with a promising clinical potential with fast real-time analysis of metabolites in exhaled breath. The method is based on the detection of natural volatile metabolites in breath, in healthy states or from diseases, and metabolites from contamination or produced by microbiota in the respiratory system. IMS provides insight on perturbations of the human exposome through breath measurements that can be interpreted as preclinical signals of adverse outcome pathways. Oxidative stress status may be monitored via volatile products of lipid peroxidation, and phenotypic information, important in personalized medicine, is obtained from the measurement of the activity of enzymes such as dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase. Asthma, bronchial carcinoma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, inflammatory lung disease, or metabolic disorders are diseases that may be diagnosed now or in the near future using instrumental breath diagnosis. Vautz et al. coupled IMS to multi-capillary columns (IMS-MCC) for the selective characterization of human breath for early diagnosis as well as medication and therapy control. They demonstrated the complete procedure of breath analyses including the evaluation and interpretation of the data obtained after eating. The signals were compared to a compound database for identification. Hauschild et al. highlighted that the potential of this methodology depends on the successful application of computational approaches for finding relevant VOCs and consequent classification of patients into disease-specific profile groups.

Breath diagnosis includes the detection of drugs, metabolites and volatile organic compounds in the breath of patients as a potential diagnostic tool for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, bronchial carcinoma, renal failure, colorectal cancer, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease and other diseases and conditions such as gut dysbiosis. Additionally, there are promising results in the determination of asbestos-related diseases. Breath analysis was able to identify unique VOCs profiles in patient groups; in 79 volunteers, 1179 different VOCs were detected of which thirteen were sufficient to correctly classify all 79 subjects.

Methodological issues have been detected in breath measurements procedures. Bunkowski et al. studied the variations of eight different compounds over a time period of 11 months in the exhaled breath of the same person in the same room environment and showed that the room air concentration of VOCs must be taken into account to measure the individual variability for medical questions.

**Applications of Breath diagnosis in Medicine**

Numerous diseases can be determined by the fingerprint of VOCs from breath, urine or faeces. These include sleep apnoea syndrome, renal failure, sarcoidosis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, cancer, cystic fibrosis and more.

Pagonas et al. studied breath using IMS and found significant differences in the spectra of 28 patients with or without renal failure. They evaluated 13 compounds that accumulated with decreasing renal function and concluded that impairment of renal function induces a characteristic fingerprint of volatile compounds in breath that can be used for diagnosis. Similar results were obtained by Jazan and Mirzaei.

Sarcoidosis is an inflammatory disease that usually begins with lung inflammation that spreads to other organs, and immune-system cells forming nodes (granulomas) in various organs affecting their function (Figure 2). In one investigation, breath sam-
samples of nine patients with sarcoidosis and suspicion of sarcoidosis, due to mediastinal lymph node enlargement, were investigated by IMS-MCC. Patients with sarcoidosis showed a highly congruent distribution of metabolites in exhaled air, which was different from patients with unspecific mediastinal lymph node enlargement. In another study, IMS-MCC was also used to differentiate these patients by monitoring a single biomarker in breath.

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is an inflammatory condition characterized by oxidative stress and particular VOCs from lungs (Figure 3). Hauschild et al. analysed breath data by IMS-MCC from 84 volunteers, either healthy or suffering from COPD or bronchial carcinoma and extracted 28-scoring VOCs that allowed differentiating COPD patients. On the other hand, Basanta et al. used differential mobility spectrometry (DMS) to discriminate between individuals with and without COPD. Using gas chromatography-IMS, Allers et al. found three VOCs showing a significant difference between healthy controls and patients with COPD indicating the IMS potential for early detection and differentiation of COPD.

Carbonyls compounds have been defined as cancer markers with significantly higher concentrations in patients with lung cancer distinguishing benign disease from both early and III and IV stages. Westhoff et al. used IMS-MCC to study volatile metabolites in human breath of patients with lung cancer. They found typical spectra of patients with lung cancer different from those of the control group demonstrating the usefulness of IMS in medical diagnosis. Analytical methods based on exhaled breath for early detection of lung cancer have been reviewed.

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is an autosomal disorder that thickens mucus clogging lungs, and producing respiratory complications, facilitating the growth of bacteria (Figure 4). CF breath metabolomics investigations using exhaled breath condensate can expose CF metabolic alterations and aid in assessing CF therapies. Traveling wave IMS coupled with mass spectrometry was used to profile metabolites in breath condensates, finding that a panel of three metabolites differentiated between healthy controls and CF patients with excellent cross-validated accuracy.

A comprehensive database of IMS medical appli-
cations has been presented, which combines metabolic maps with heterogeneous biomedical data. The database is a flexible centralized data repository capable of gathering all kinds of information related to the composition of human breath; the platform will support biomarker identification and validation based on IMS-MCC.

APPLICATIONS OF IMS DIAGNOSIS WITH OTHER CLINICAL SAMPLES

Bile acid diarrhoea, inflammatory bowel disease, and renal, liver, and neurodegenerative diseases have been studied with IMS in other biological samples different to breath and the potential of IMS to diagnose these diseases has been shown. An illustration of this potential for disease characterization was an application of IMS-MS analysing blood serum from 60 post-liver transplant patients with recurrent fibrosis progression and 60 non-transplant patients. Significant differential abundances were found in 136 proteins in the serum of transplant patients. Of these, 112 proteins were observed to discriminate between non-progressors (NP) and fast progressors, and 101 between NP and SP (slow progressors) patient groups, with 77 overlapping.

Changes in gut microbiota that affect the health of the intestines and metabolic profile can be determined by IMS or by genomic or faecal analysis. The last ones are too expensive, slow or cumbersome for daily medical practice. The pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) involves bacterial polysaccharide fermentation producing a fermentation profile traced in urine with electronic nose and Field Asymmetric Ion Mobility Spectrometry (FAIMS). Using FAIMS, Arasaradnam et al. distinguished between complete versus partial bowel cleansing studying the changes in the patient’s fermentone and tracked evolving bacterial recolonization. Patients undergoing pelvic radiotherapy often suffer from gastrointestinal side-effects due to products of fermentation caused by gut microflora that can be detected by IMS. Covington et al. investigated electronic nose and FAIMS to identify patients after treatment by their toxicity through IMS.


faecal analysis and informed the treatment pathway for this disease.

Bile acid diarrhoea (BAD) is a gastrointestinal disease diagnosed through imaging techniques. VOCs in urine from patients with BAD and ulcerative colitis were determined in a study. Patients with BAD had 2-propanol and acetamide not present or reduced in ulcerative colitis and control samples. Statistical differences were found between BAD vs. ulcerative colitis and healthy controls. The results indicate the potential of FAIMS for the diagnosis of BAD.

Altered branching and aberrant expression of N-linked glycan are known to be associated with disease states such as cancer. Isailovic et al. examined IMS-MS for characterizing serum N-linked glycan from 81 volunteers, 28 with cirrhosis of the liver, 25 with liver cancer, and 28 apparently healthy. IMS-MS and principal component analysis of the IMS profiles differentiated the liver cancer group from the other samples.

IMS has the potential for the study of neurodegenerative diseases. Zhang et al. studied the striatal metabolomes in a Parkinson’s like disease rat model and found metabolic differences with samples and healthy controls using principal component analysis. Intermediate assemblies of amyloid cascades that yield peptide β-sheet fibrils and plaques have been recognized as mediators of neurodegenerative diseases. Bleiholder et al. used IMS to deduce the modulation of peptide self-assembly pathways in the amyloid-β protein fragment Aβ(25-35) by two amyloid inhibitors currently in clinical trials for Alzheimer’s Disease. They also demonstrated that IMS-MS can guide the development of therapeutic agents and drug evaluation for these processes. The study of amyloid formation using IMS–MS has led to an enhanced understanding of the mechanism by which small molecules modulate amyloid formation.

IMS has also been applied to the determination of different compounds of medical interest in several body fluids. Bocos-Bintintan et al. developed a fast quantitative assay to characterize methanol in human saliva by gas chromatography-DMS in less than three minutes from 25 to 500 mg L⁻¹. Eiceman et al., proposed an alternative simple and cost-effective aspiration condenser to existing anaesthesia monitoring technologies. Common volatile anaesthetic agents (halothane, isoflurane, and enfurane) showed an identification accuracy of 98% at concentrations higher than 1.0%.

Potential medical applications of IMS

One possible application of IMS breath analysis may be the monitoring of metabolic control in patients with diabetes mellitus (Figure 5). Several studies have been performed trying to relate VOCs in breath with diabetes mellitus. Galassetti et al. found that breath ethanol and acetone would provide a good approximation of the blood glucose profile during a glucose load. Smith et al. reviewed the studies of breath analysis in diabetes, focusing on breath metabolites altered in this disease, highlighting the factors that confound interpretation. They conclude that further work is required in terms of the clinical and analytical validation and which breath metabolites should be monitored. A more recent review on this issue states that it is too early to draw a general conclusion on the relationship between breath acetone and blood glucose from the very limited data in the literature.

The usefulness for the diagnosis of bacterial infections by IMS has been indicated by the determination of bacteria by enzyme-substrate reactions that can have numerous applications in medicine. In a method, o-nitrophenyl-galactopyranoside was introduced in solutions contaminated with bacteria or in cell cultures and bacteria produced o-nitrophenol, detected by IMS. DMS was used for sampling gases produced by bacteria cultures; pattern discovery/
recognition algorithms were applied to discern multiple species of bacteria in vitro. Other studies with potential applications in medicine investigated biomarkers for Gram-type differentiation of bacteria, proteomes, and metabolomes. Medical applications of IMS in breath analysis and FAIMS applications in medical diagnostics have been reviewed.

**PHARMACEUTICAL APPLICATIONS**

IMS is a fast, low-cost, and sensitive analytical method for quality assessment and control of the production line in the food and pharmaceutical industries, routine screening of batches of raw materials, and the final commercial products. IMS spectra can be obtained in 20–45 ms; IMS instruments can be self-assembled at low cost in the laboratory and maintenance is inexpensive. IMS has been applied to the quantification of propofol, detection of cortisone and betamethasone, carbamazepine, and acetaminophen, aspartame, bisacodyl, caffeine, dextromethorphan, diphenhydramine, fomatidine, glucosamine, guaifenesin, loratadine, niacin, phenylephrine, pyridoxine, thiamine, and tetrahydrozoline in over-the-counter drugs and beverages. O’Donnell et al. reviewed the applications of IMS, differential mobility spectrometry, and FAIMS for quality assurance, process monitoring, and maintenance of worker health and safety in the pharmaceutical industry.

IMS represents a low cost, fast and reliable instrumental alternative for the diagnosis of different diseases and metabolic states through the analysis of volatile metabolites found in breath, urine, blood, faeces, and other biological samples. IMS can be used for quality assessment and control in the pharmaceutical industry, and as an alternative to anaesthesia monitoring technologies. Odour analysis in clinical trials is increasing dramatically in a wide range of areas such as several types of cancer, bowel, lung and kidney diseases by sorting through volatile molecules in their breath, sweat, urine, faeces or blood by means of real-time and low-cost analyses and constitutes a non-invasive diagnostic for the Medicine of the third millennium.

**RESUMO**

A espectrometria de mobilidade iônica (IMS) é uma técnica rápida, de baixo custo, portátil e sensível que separa íons em um tubo de derriva sob a influência de um campo elétrico de acordo com seu tamanho e forma. A IMS representa uma alternativa instrumental não invasiva e confiável para o diagnóstico de diferentes doenças por meio da análise de metabólitos voláteis em amostras biológicas. A IMS possui aplicações em medicina no estudo de compostos voláteis para o diagnóstico não invasivo de carcinoma bronquítico, doença pulmonar obstrutiva crônica e outras doenças que analisam respiração, urina, sangue, fezes e outras amostras biológicas. A IMS tem sido usada para estudar misturas complexas, como proteomas, metabólitos, organismos completos como bactérias e vírus, monitorar agentes anestésicos, determinar drogas, produtos farmacêuticos e compostos voláteis em fluidos corporais e outros fluidos. As aplicações farmacêuticas incluem análises de medicamentos sem receita, avaliação de qualidade e verificação de limpeza. A prática médica precisa de métodos não invasivos, robustos, seguros, rápidos, em tempo real e de baixo custo com instrumentos de alta sensibilidade e tamanho compacto para diagnosticar diferentes doenças e a IMS é a ferramenta de diagnóstico que atende a todos esses requisitos da medicina do futuro.
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